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If you've ever had to analyze a story for an English class, there's a good chance that your instructor tells you to support your ideas with text proof. Maybe you're told Use a quote, maybe you're told to write a piece of paper and don't know what to include in it. While it's always a good idea to include quotations when writing about short stories, tips are on choosing quotations to include, and more importantly,
what you want to say about them. Quotations do not become evidence until you explain what they prove and how to prove them. The tips below will help you understand how your instructor (may) Keep track of them and - if everything goes well, you'll find yourself getting closer to the perfect paper! In academic documents, a string of unrelated quotations cannot substitute for consistent arguments, no
matter how many interesting observations about those quotations. So you have to decide what point you want to make in your paper. For example, instead of writing a paper about the general of Flannery O'Connor, a good rural man, you might write a paper that argues that Joy's physical flaws - her intimacy and her lost legs - represent her spiritual flaws. Many of the pieces I published gave a general
overview of the story, but it was not as successful as the school papers because they did not present a focused argument. Take a look at alice munro's overview of the 'Turkish season'. On the school paper, you don't want to include a plot summary unless your teacher specifically asks. Also, you may not want to bounce from an unrelated theme and check less to another theme. Text-based evidence is
used to prove a bigger argument than you're making about the story, but it's used to support all the little points you make along the way. Every time you make a claim — big or small — about a story, you have to explain what you know. For example, in langston hughes's short story in early autumn, we claim that one of Bill's characters can think about almost nothing except How old is Mary? When you make
a claim like this in a school paper, you have to imagine someone standing over your shoulder and disagreeing with you. He thinks she's young and beautiful! Identify the place in the story you pointed and say he thinks too much that she's old! This one's very important. The short version is that students are often afraid to be clearly identified in their documents because they think it's too easy. But clearly
identifying is the only way students can get credit for knowing. Your instructor may realize that Pickled Herring and Schlitz are meant to mark class differences in John Updike's A&amp;P, but until you write it down, your instructor will never know you know. For every You should plan to write at least three lines to explain what the quotation means and how it relates to larger paper dots. This may seem really
scary, but try to check every word of the quote. How are each words annotated? What is tone? Note that explicit identification helps you meet the three-to-one rules. The Langston Hughes example above is a good example of how you can amplify your ideas. The truth is that no one can read that story and imagine that Bill thinks Mary is young and beautiful. So imagine a more complex voice disagreeing
with you. Instead of claiming that Bill thinks Mary is young and beautiful, the voice says that he definitely thinks she's old, but that's not the only thing he thinks. At that point, you can resolve your claim, or you can try to identify what makes you think her age is all he can think of. When you describe the hesitant oval of the bill, the impact of Hugh's brackets and the importance of the word wish, you will
certainly have three lines. Tracking these tips may feel uncomfortable or forced at first, but even if your paper doesn't flow quite as smoothly as you want, your efforts to closely monitor the text of the story can create pleasant surprise for both you and your instructor, RD.COM Jokes Funny StoriesSee that your story compares these stories to short stories. These funny things that you can share with the
whole family. One of my wife's third grade students wore a Fitbit watch, which prompted my wife to ask if you were following your steps. No, I wore this for mom so she could show dad when he came home —James Avery, I liked the dress I bought at the flea market. I wore it confidently at the evening party and gleamed when a woman declared, Oh, amazing! Yes, I grinning from ear to ear until she added
cheerfully, hanging on to it honey, pleated to come back someday —a Mary Lou Wickham A customer walked into my clothing store and asked to see the pants advertised on paper that day. We don't have ads in today's newspapers. She insisted that I was wrong, so I got a copy of the paper and we passed it, eventually landing on an ad for pants from another local shop. A customer stared at me and said,
In my newspaper, an ad for this shop! When I was a review reader, I shared with my colleagues this example to show that writing can be distorted by gender: a professor writes on a blackboard. A woman without her man has nothing. Students are then instructed to insert appropriate punctuation. The man wrote that a woman without her man had nothing. A woman wrote, Woman! Without her, man, there
was nothing —Susan Allen thought no one could hear me as I loaded the UPS tractor trailer, I started blowing the whistle. I've really been When a colleague in the next trailer pokes his head in, you know, I always hope I'll be able to blow the whistle, he said. Now I just hope you can —Megs Brunner The first thing I did when I heard our great-granddaughter was born was to send a message to my son: You
are a great uncle! He immediately texted me, Thank you, what did I do? I admired my aunt's necklace when she surprised me by announcing that I would leave it to you in my heart. I'm so glad, maybe it's too much. Oh! I yelled. I'm looking forward to that! Eric, five, shouted, I called left! I want to the left! No, I want to left! I said, since Eric was older, What's left of Josh Weston,while revisiting my past and
present future with my English class, I'm asking this question: 'Am I beautiful? A student raises his hand, formerly Reema Rahat, in the Universal Digest edition of a customer reader's reader, walking into a post office looking to deliver a parcel. A two-day delivery will cost $12.95 to get there by Friday. Customers who want to save money clearly say that the package doesn't have to get there until Saturday.
Is there any way to make this happen? Billy Nod 7.8 You Can Bring It Back Tomorrow —David Cutcher Yesterday was my 18th birthday! One customer said: 'After walking into our convenience store, He then asked for an e-cigarette product and handed over his ID card to prove he was definitely old. I scanned my ID, but it's expired. Now he asks if that means I'm not 18 —David Hansen. My mother was
browsing in the store when the salesman offered help. She admitted she didn't have anything special in her mind, and the two started talking. The woman quickly learned that she was retired. She confessed to her, too. Mum started telling her how she liked not working anymore and how the salesman would enjoy it as well. Finally, believing in her enthusiasm, she asked, how long have you been retiring?
She said, This is my first day --lee beachham driver, we never know who we end up with as passengers. One day I drove across a new bridge, a very confusing design. I'm completely confused, I'm a mutant. I would love to meet the genius who designed this mess. My passenger extended his hand in my direction and said, Today is your lucky day. My name is Mike. I work for the County Engineer's Office,
and I'm the genius who designed this! After doing some DIY projects around the house, I have a new motto: do your best to do the right thing in the first few months. Ngo when the box containing my Halloween costume arrived, it was empty. I called the company and asked where my maid's dress was. I'm sorry, sir. We'll send you your dress tomorrow, the agent said. In the meantime, don't hesitate to
collect the Lady Godiva costumes you'll accidentally receive —Karen Atanasoff. At the prestigious awards in a bizarre category, emcee enthusiastically declares that the next prize will go to the lazyest people in the audience. If you think you are qualified, raise your hand. Everyone raises their hands except a middle-aged man who seems to show little interest. Still not expressing emotion, the man replied:
Would you be averse to coming here and putting it in my pocket?—sent by José J. Zuluaga, I had the opportunity to meet a pastor who told me about the wonderful events held at his church. We had a group singing the other day at the show without tools. Capella? I asked. He's rough. I can't remember the name of the group —Wade Hampton Tanned. Relaxing and uneven, I landed at Denver airport after
returning from my bucolic Caribbean vacation. As a customs agent handed me my passport, she cheerfully welcomed me home by declaring, Back to reality for you! —Bruce Neal I asked the kids in my preschool school class what they wanted in order to grow up well and stronger. One girl said, Birthday! —Abigail George If I've ever voiced disapproval of my own photos, my mother always has an answer
that's ready: Want a better picture? Getting a better face —Maria Zagorski suffers from an unlikely flaked rash. After a full examination, the doctor cocked his head and asked Denise if you finished your hair? Some of us were talking about the dangers of drinking and driving when my five-year-old granddaughter threw in her two cents. I've already seen why it's dangerous to drink and drive. I was waiting at a
small train station when a man put up a sign on my train: 30 minutes delay. I asked. It's the only sign we have —James Joy, I'm in a small shop in a nearby town one evening. When I opened the next morning, I stopped the teenage staff on the way out and asked what your hour was, she replied: Now 6-9 because I'm in school, but next month it's going to be full-time —Darlene Query. I'm a nurse in the
hospital's children's ward. One night I was at the nurse. When I heard the little boy in his room talking. He kept Pater once. I finally got up the intercom and spoke softly but tightly. Well, Johnny has time to sleep, there's silence in the room, and he says, OK, My God, I'm going, I won't hear him peeking from him until morning —.C. My three-year-old son: I don't know what I want when I grow up. Me: You can
be anything you want. Son: (after a few seconds) I thought I was going to be a mother —Mary Lahl seen on a business marquee in Tacoma, Washington: My boss told me to change the label, so I did. When our manager asked why she was wearing her wedding dress to the office, my colleague replied: I'm out of clean clothes and don't feel like washing —Lauren Emily on Facebook via buzzfeed.com after
my beloved dog died, my daughter tried to explain to her four-year-old son what was happening in a sense that he might understand. When the truth sank, Ian panicked: Lucky to fall from a tree? As a dentist working on my teeth, he tried to talk a little. He asked what you did. I'm an interesting comedian. After pausing, he said, Let's impress each other, it's a more observant sense of humor. In the late '80s,
my father-in-law went to the DMV to renew his driver's license. At one point, during a road test, he approaches a four-way stop, looking to his left and cruising straight through the stop sign. Sir! You don't look to your right, shouting terrible investigators. My father-in-law shook his head peacefully, that's my side. After my husband hurt himself, there was a nurse dressing up his wound and giving me advice on
how to take care of it. She then reassured him by adding: Now that if you do everything I tell you will not be with us for long. I was stuck in the elevator for 30 minutes before the door finally opened. Relief, I told a fellow hostage that there was a first for everything. She's upset that there's one last time for everything. My 35-year-old son and I had just finished eating when I realized I had left my wallet in my
truck. As I headed out the door, I told the waitress what was going on, but don't worry. I'm going to leave my son as collateral. She looked at him. He beat her. You turned around to me. A colleague told us about a 7.8 trip to Las Vegas. Ask a colleague. I don't remember, but I think it started with s, is it Caesar's? Sometimes honesty is not the best policy. The patient showed up at our medical office and
asked if you were Mary, right? I'm smiling. Are you sure? You look like someone I know is Mary. I hope you're young and skinny. No, he said, sitting down in his chair. She looks like you. I worked from home, interviewing a renowned neurologist for an article when my three-year-old announced that she had to go to the pot and wade into the bathroom. After a loud moan, she yelled, I made myself, mom! I'm
in the bathroom! I'm on the floor too! There was an awkward silence as I knew the doctor heard every word. Ha ha ha I laugh nervously. He said, And I will never do it. My job as a facility maintenance engineer requires a wide range of skills. One day I may have to repair the kiln, while the next day will see me painting the CEO's office. When I explained to a colleague that I am a jack of all trading masters of
no I was amused, but a little offended when she offered a less-than-free interpretation of her native Cantonese: with knives all over, but no one was very sharp at the doctor's office. There were 20 men trying to arrange an appointment for Mrs. Brown, trying to see what he might not remember. A few minutes later I sent him out of the office by phone. Hey, Dad, what's your name? A friend is due to give birth
at the same time that her eldest daughter is due to give birth to her first child. In the morning, my friend went to work, I happened to drive by her house wondering what she had. The sign on the front porch gave me my answer: It was an uncle! Our eight-year-old daughter: Are you saying George Washington didn't invent the bathroom? Turn to me with urgency, my sleeping husband stated that I had to
make a cat tax! My husband was leaving and turned to bed, so I asked if he was okay. He said yes, I spoke to the horse and he had no suggestions or answers for the project. As a child, I slept asleep and I watched my friend, what bedsheet went into her mouth, pulled it out and said, That's a good thing, Mom; what is dessert? Our son was upset that his baseball coach shouted whenever he or his
teammates made a mistake. It's just something that coaches do, it's not personal, his answer is hard to argue with: If it's not personal, then why do they use your name? I explained my job as an engineer to some high school students when I mentioned that one of my colleagues and I designed a medical tool for measuring human muscle. Later, I added that another colleague and I designed the system so
that traders could print coupons at the register. There is one: what are colleagues? The woman at our checkout counter didn't have enough money to cover her toilet paper purchases, so I paid 96 cents. Every time you use this document, you can use the Visiting Annapolis, I noticed several plebes on their hands and knees holding pencils and clipboards. What are they doing? I asked our tour guide. Each
year, the upper class asks the new one how many bricks to complete. I grew up over my father's tavern. When we were kids, we would race each other down the stairs every morning to sweep the bar and find out the changes that customers dropped at night. Many years later, as an adult, I found out that my father would throw a few coins over the bar so we could meet in the morning. I arranged to sell the
garage with my little blonde cairn terrier for the company soon coming the first customer. He takes the time to browse and check everything I have for sale. He finally found something that interested him. I'm sorry. How much does a dog cost? My 11-year-old son takes my homework seriously. One question requires him to write a sentence using a version of the word. His sentence: Have you heard about
Mary's version? One day my doctor treated himself with a raw oyster dish and offered to share it with me, just as I was about to dig him, picked up the oysters, checked and commented that they reminded me of the infected tonsils, and that was the story of how he ended up eating the whole dish of oysters on his own. My friend took my teenage daughter to see a new doctor for a medical check-up. The
nurse asks regular questions, including if she has a stud contagious disease. No, we have a Toyota, living in rural Minnesota, I find driving through Minneapolis difficult. I have trouble finding the time to open and what lane to stay in, I complain to my nephew. His wife can compromise. I know what you mean. I don't even know which Cornfield will change when we visit you. My great aunt looked confused
when I told her that my daughter was 18 months old. I said 18 months, 18 months, the same. She's rough. What do I know? I've never had a baby. My daughter was anxious to do some landscapes at her new home, but then she called for a disheartening voice. I don't think I can plant these flowers. It says it's planted in the full sun, but it's cloudy for four days. A 6-year-old boy loves his pet fish. He watched
and faithfully raised it morning and night, but one day while he was in school, his fish died, so I washed it down the toilet. I told him when he got home, and he couldn't fix it. There's nothing I can do to help. After a while, I asked why she was crying so much, bending over his back and shouting, I want to wash! I called to do business when I found out I was late for classes at the gym. I'd be in a hurry because
the woman on the phone said I kept it. From something? I said, I have to go out to Tai Chio, she said, which sounds interesting. Which country is in it —Linda PlattTwo The regulars were sitting at the bar when one of them pointed to a pair of drunk crosses from them. His friend sipped his beer, put it down at the bar, turned to his friend and slurs that was a mirror. But I know the Italian word for You're
Welcome is the same as the name of the spaghetti sauce, so I answered with confidence that Ragú! A few blocks later it hit me: I had the wrong spaghetti sauce. Welcome to prego during high school to France. One night I wasn't sure what the meat on my dinner plate was, so I pointed to it and asked in my best French 11th grade: Qui est-ce? The family's expression tells me that I need a tutor instead of
asking what it is, as I intended, I ask who it is. After my children boasted about the level they achieved in video games, I decided to try it. Soon it was my turn to boast that even as a rookie, I was able to reach level 11, that is when my youngest son pointed out that the 11 I saw on the screen was actually the game's pause button. My mother and I suffered through too long and confusing films at the Art
Theatre, apparently we weren't the only disgruntled patrons. Walking back to our car after that, we were too hot, a man complaining to his wife, Did we leave the dog house alone for that? The new bus is only 16 years old and because it was his first job, we were all impressed with how well he had done it on his first day. That's why we were surprised the next day. Then, an hour late, he ran in blush and
couldn't breathe. I'm sorry, I'm I forgot I had a job. Apartment life often means less privacy. I realized that one day when my kitten ran around, My bedroom climbed on to the shelves and went into costume while I was preparing for work. I finally blew up the kitten: you should sit down. You're getting on my nerves! Seconds later, a voice from upstairs said yes! My three-year-old nephew asked his mother if his
brother had ever been in her stomach. yes, he asked how he got there. I'll tell you when you're young, just tell me. My husband and I spent a rare day with our youngest nephew Malakai, where they lived away. 350 miles. I made his initials with a shiny green color. He said he didn't like green. I asked why. He said: 'The nasty rubbish was green and there was broccoli when my son was 4. Before our
camping trip, I explained to him the importance of washing hands and washing the toilet. The only toilet in our camping area is rustic, which he has never used before. After using the house, he stepped out of the door and yelled to me, Hey, where's Flushing? I checked my six-year-old son one morning and he wasn't in his bed. I found him lying on the couch. When I asked why he was sleeping there, he
said that in case the bad guys broke into the house, so he would fight them. I told him it wasn't his job to protect us, and he said, but I'm almost 10, remember, he's 6 years old! When my nephew Victor was five years old, I took him to the local stables to ride horses. He was very impressed with the stable hands riding without a saddle. I explained to him that it's called bareback riding. When I returned him to
his parents, they asked him how he enjoyed riding his horse. He was excited, telling them that he saw an adult riding naked! I took my eight-year-old granddaughter to the Chicago Blackhawks hockey game with the Montreal Canadians. She asked if the Canadians were from Canada. When I was a girl, We usually have a calf in an electric fence. One day I had some friends and we were walking in the
orchard. There was a metal glider on the path in the orchard, my friend decided to sit on the glider and talk as a teenage girl would do. We sat on a metal glider with our feet in the seat for a moment, but when we got up we found a shocking surprise. My brother had used the wire from the electric fence to the metal glider and when our feet touched the ground we were shocked. Needless to say, my brother
found this funny, even after 45 years. As a head cashier in a department store, I have to open and close the cashier's register. Whenever the cashier starts working, I'm paged to turn on the register. Please let me start and let me go ahead as some of the words used by the cashier.
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